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Growing Christmas trees for a profit is big business . Growing Christmas trees
on a plantation or in a natural forest stand can supplement present income or serve
as a full"time business.
In recent years, families across the United States have purchased nearly
34,000,000 Christmas trees to decorate their homes during each holiday season.
This consumption has amounted to approximately a $100,000,000 retail value and
has brought nearly $64,000,000 to growers and wholesalers.
Utahns use approximately 200,000 trees annually. They're brought to Utah
markets from many states and Canada. Only a small portion of the Christmas
trees on local markets come from Utah. There is increasing opportunity for locally
grown trees to supply local markets.
Utah also has an added advantage over many states which are now supplying
trees to out-of-Utah markets. Its strategic location in relation to Pacific Southwest
markets, enables Utah to compete for a portion of this Christmas tree business.
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Heavy pigs benefit
from protein supplements
Experiments have demonstrated
that after pigs reach about 100
pounds in weight they may be fed a
ration that is lower in amount and
quality of protein minerals and certain vitamins without adversely affecting their rate or efficiency of
gain. Of the total feed required to
take a weanling pig to market weight
of 200 pounds about 60 percent is
eaten after it passes 100 pounds.
The amount of modification that can
be made in this feed to reduce it
cost is, therefore, a factor of considerable economic importance to
swine feeders.
Much of the barley produced in
the Mountain States has a crude protein content that approximates the
requirement of heavy feeder pigs.
The barley protein is known to be
deficient in the essential amino acid
lysine, however, and may be borderline in others. For this reason feeders customarily add enough higher
quality protein to provide for the
amino acid deficiencies, even though
thi increases the cost of the ration.
FEED NEED OF HEAVY PIGS
In view of the less critical nutritional needs of heavy pig the question arises as to whether or not the
extra protein is necessary or if
cheaper but lower quality sources of
extra protein may be used to fill the
need. Since other experiments show
that both the total amount of protein and the amino acid balance affect carcass quality, these factors
also must be considered.
To obtain answers to these questions an experiment was performed
by the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. The use of a commercial source of lysine also was

•
HYRUM STEFFEN is an Associate Profellor in
the Department of Animal Science.
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valuated. Four diets given in table
1, were compared in the study.
Diets 1 and 2 were formulated by
u e of the electronic computer to
give least-cost combinations of ingredients that would meet certain
nutritional and f ed specifications.
Table 1.

FOUR DIETS
Diet 1 was formulated at leastcost to provide no less than 14 percent protein and at least the minimum levels of essential amino acids
recommended in the National Research Council standard. Adequate
amounts of vitamins, minerals and
an antibiotic were also included.

Composition and cost of diets.
DIE T S

Ingredients

2
Lbs.
85.00
6.48

Lbs.
91.51
6.70

Lbs.
91.65
6.36

.75
2.00
.50
.10
.67
.05
.10

5.95
.95
.20
.50
.10
.67
.05
.10

.50
.10
1.04
.05
.10

.50
.10
1.04
.05
.10
.20

Totals ............................... ... .. 100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

$2.48

$2.21

$2.40

93.5
7.1
12.25
.54
.35

93.5
6.3
12.25
.56
.35

Barley, ground ................................ ... .
Alfalfa meal ..... .................................. .
Soybean meal, 44 0;0 ....................... .. .
Cottonseed meal, 41 % ....................... .
Meat and bone meal, 50 % ..................
Blood meal ......................................... .
Salt ..... ........... ....... ................. .,....... ..... .
Trace mineral premix 1 . ... . .. . ............... .
Ground limestone ............................... .
Antibiotic supplement 2 •• ••.•• . •••• • •••• • ••••••
Vitamin premix 3 . .. ..... ........ . ..... ....... .. .. .
Lysine supplement (50 % lysine eq.) ... .

Cost per 100 pounds ............................
LABORATORY
Dry matter, 0;0 ... .. .. .......... ..... ... . .. . ........ .
Crude fiber, % ......................... .......... .
Crude protein, 0;0 . .......... ... ........ . ........ .
Calcium, 0;0 ..... .. . . .. .... .. .. . ........ . ...... ...... .
Phosphorus, % ...... ... .......................... .
1

Lbs.
85.00
7.47
3.36

3

$2.57

ANALYSES
93.5
6.0
14.8
.53
.39

93.8
7.1
14.6

.56
.44

Donated by Calcium Carbonate Co., Quincy, Illinois. Contained 10% Mn, 10% Fe, 1% Cu,
0.1 0;0 Co., 0.3 % I, 100;0 In and 9.11 % Ca.

::! AFIO Tylan Premix, donated by Elanco Products Company, Indianapolis, Indiana .

a Furnished 1,200 I. U. vitamin A, 120 I. U. 0 3 , 1 mg. riboflavin,S mg. niacin,S mg. Dl calcium
pantothenate, and 5 mcg. 8 12 per pound of ration.
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This diet was considered the best
because of its superior balance and
content of palatable ingredients.
Diet 2 was formulated at leastcost to meet the same specifications
as Number 1 with the exception that
no limitations were placed on the
content of essential amino acids.
Removing this restriction permitted
the computer to include a maximum
of low cost sources of protein such
as cottonseed meal which is known
to be deficient in lysine.
Diet 3 was calculated to furnish
the same level of total digestible nutrients (TDN) as 1 and 2. All high
protein supplements were excluded.
This resulted in a ration containing
12.25 percent protein. Minerals, vitamins and the antibiotic were included at the same levels as in diet
1.
Diet 4 had the same composition
as 3 except that 0.2 percent lysine
supplement was included. This
product had a value for pigs equivalent to 50 percent lysine.

figure 1. Pigl were confined to individual penl conlilting of a limple Iheher and outside
cemented runway.

Twenty-four Yorkshire pigs were
used. These were randomized to the
different treatments from outcome
groups based on initial weight and
'ex. All diets were pelleted and pigs
were self-fed in individual pens (figure 1). Feed and gain data were
obtained at 2 week intervals. All
pigs were slaughtered at about 200
pounds and the carcasses were
studied to determine how the diets
affected their quality. Data were
obtained on carcass length, average
backfat depth measured over the
first rib, last rib and last lumbar vertebra, loin eye area measured between the tenth and eleventh ribs,
and yield of trimmed lean cuts (figure 2).
Major results of the experiment
are given in table 2. The only differences which were statistically significant were those for feed required
per 100 pounds of gain. Fairly large
differences were obtained in average
rate of gain. Considerable overlapping in this factor occurred among
the pigs on the different treatments
so that the averages noted in table 2
were statisticalJy non-significant
112

Figure 2. All carcolles were clolely trimmed by Nordeen Blau of the Tri-Mlller Packing Company to determine yield of lean cuts. Carcall length, backfat depth and loin eye area were
also mea lured.
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DIET 2 BEST

the upplemental protein. This feed
i usually one of the cheapest
sources of protein in Utah. It is
deficient in lysine, however, and
may be borderline or lightly deficient for swine in other essential
amino acids. It al 0 contain a ubtance, go ypol, which i toxic to
swine when present in the free form
above the 0:01 percent level. Since
the cotton eed meal used in diet 2
wa guaranteed to contain no more
than 0.04 perc nt free go sypol the
total in the ration wa well b low the
toxic level.

In comparing the results from
feeding diets 1 and 2 it appear that
Diet 1 produced slightly superior
rate of gain and loin eye area. However, these differences wer statistically non-significant. Pigs receiving diet 2, which contained the lower
quality protein and al 0 the cheaper
protein, required no more feed per
100 pounds of gain than tho e on
diet 1 and it took only 6 days longer
for them to reach market weight.
The slightly slower rate of gain of
the pigs receiving diet 2 may be a
reflection of the reduced feed intak
of thi group. Low r daily con umption of diets containing cottonseed
meal a compared to those with oybean meal has been reported by
some but not all investigators. The
amino acid imbalance of such diets
is probably the reason for the depressed intake,

When the performance of pig receiving diet 3 i compared with that
of the pig on the other diet a substantial reduction in feedlot performance i evident. Even though
this diet wa the least expen ive per
pound it was the most costly in producing gains and required about 100
pounds more feed to produce 100
pounds of gain than diets 1 and 2
and 66 pound more than diet 4.
This reduced feed efficiency more
than offset its lower co t. The addition of ly ine to diet 3 ( e re ult
from diet 4) greatly improved the
performance of the pig . Thi amino

Diet 2 produced the cheape t
overall gain in the experiment with
no adverse effects on carca quality. It may be the kind of ration
that barley feeders in Utah could
u e to advantage for heavier pigs.
Cottonseed meal fumi hed mo t of

Table 2.

Effects of different diet treatments on feedlot performance and
carcass quality of swine
DIE T 5

Main Effects
Pigs per treatment ....... _-_. __ . _- ...... _-----_ ....... _6
Days on test .............. __ .............. -_ ............. . ............... __ ....... 49
Average beginning wt., Ibs. ...... __ .................... 115.0
Average final weight, Ibs. ..................... .... _ ......... 207.9
Average daily gain, Ibs. -_ ............... _---.---_ ..
1.90
Average daily feed, Ibs . ......................
6.9
Feed per 100 Ibs. gain, Ibs. ........................... 370.2a
Cost per 100 Ibs. of gain .... -........................... - $9.48
Dressing percentage, 0/0 ----_..... __ ........ __.......... _.. 73.1
Carcass length, inches ..... _-- .... -_ .......................
Average backfat depth, inches ............
Area of loin eye, square inches ..........

29.8

lean cuts, %

56.7

a, b

..... _-_ .................... . ...... ........ .......................... - .......

1.4
4.8

2

3

6

6
62
115.8

55
111 .8
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6
53
115.5
204.0

206.3
1.77

199.8
1.47

1.68

6.4
362.4a

6.7
469 .0b

6.7
402.6a

$8.99
72.2

$10.36
72.9

$9.66
73.2

30.3
1.4

30.0
1.4

29.8

4.3
55.8

4.4

4.2
55.2

Treatments with the same letter are not significantly different.
letters are very significantly different (P
.01).

<

4

55.5

1.5

Treatments with djfferent

acid was probably the major deficiency in diet 3, even being more
important than the lower level of
protein. In feed required per 100
pounds of gain diet 3 gave significantly different results from tho e
obtained from diets 1, 2 and 4 but
the latter three were not statistically
different from each other.
The lysine supplement in diet 4
cost about $1.00 per pound. As a
supplement to treatment 3 it had a
replacement value of about $1.90
per pound at the price of feed which
prevailed when thi study was made.
It was not a valuable, however as
the prot in upplements u ed in diet
1 and 2.

OTHER NOTES
On the ba i of this experiment it
app ar that wine feeder in the
barley growing ection of the Intermountain West will b nefit financially from upplementing the rations of
~heir h. ?vy f eder pig with protein
In addItIon to that contained in the
barley and alfalfa meal which are
fed. Cottonseed meal may bused
a the major source when it i cheaper than other protein supplement.
Swine grow r should try to get th
prepre sed olvent meal which i
much lower in free gossypol than
trictly olvent-extracted meal and
ha protein of better quality for pigs
than meal produced by the screwpres ing method. At the present time
about one-half of the cottonseed
meal produced i of the screwpres ed or expeller-type and on fourth is the prepressed-solvent type.
Both of the e meals are low in free
gossypol (about 0.01 to 0.08 %)
but the heat produced in the screwpressing method of production ha
an adverse effect on the availability
of amino acids in the meal.
Although the lysine supplement
greatly improved the feed efficiency
of heavy pigs in this experiment it is
too costly at this time to be an economical substitute for the common
protein concentrates.
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POWERFUL CONSUMERS ...

EARLY TRIERS
OF NEW FOOD PRODUCTS
H.

B R U C E B Y L U N D and

Any observant shopper today realizes that a high percentage of the
products now available in the supermarket are relatively new. Most of
these new products could not have
been found ten years ago. But few
realize the extent of the new product
business and the extent of the failures. According to a recent study
by A. C. Nielson, more than 7,000
new items appeared on supermarket shelves last year. It has been
estimated that 90 percent of the new
products introduced fail to last any
significant length of time on the
market. Thus, within 3 or 4 years,
6,300 of these 7,000 items will no
longer be around. Further, these
7,000 were the most promising of
35,000 to 70,000 products and ideas
which had been considered, evaluated, and tested. Most of the products tested never reach the shelves
of the supermarket.

D A V I D L.

will go into production. Wholesale
buyers and retailers interpret the
consumers' wants in deciding which
of the new products they will offer
for sale.
Theoretically, each consumer has
an equal vote on the products available. However, just as we have leaders in other aspects of life who tend
to be more powerful, as in business,

SAN D E R S
politics, and religion, we also have
consumers who are "more powerful." It is this relatively small group
of influential powerful consumers
who will have most influence in deciding the fate of any new product.
Most homemakers tend to rely upon
the opinion of that small group of
homemakers who take the lead in
new food purchases. It is this small

MRS. CONSUMER IS BOSS
In the final analysis, it was Mrs.
Consumer who determined which of
the 35,000 to 70,000 items were
chosen to be among the 7,000 that
would be introduced and it is she
who will decide the fate of the 7,000
items in each of the next few years.
There is no place where Mrs. Consumer demonstrates that she is
"boss" more dramatically than in
the realm of new products. Her
wants are interpreted by product developers in deciding which products

•
H. BRUCE BYLUND i. an Alloela.. Prof...or
in the Department of Sociology, Social Worlc,
and Anthropology.
DAVID L. SANDERS is a Graduate A••lstant
in the Department of Sociology, Social Work,
and Anthropology.
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Figure 1. A relatively .mall group of women consumers have the most influence on the luece ..
of mOlt new food products. The.e women are venturesome and interested in trying out new
product••
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group who are venturesome, who
are knowledgeable about new food
products, who are receptive to information about new products, who
try them, evaluate them, and pass
their ideas, knowledge, and opinions
on to their friends. If this opinion is
favorable, some of these friends in
tum will also try the products and
pass their evaluation on to other
friends and so on in a great continuous chain of communication. If on
the other hand the opinions of the
early triers are negative, the product
will in all probability soon cease to
exist.
NEW PRODUCTS NECESSARY
Although the success or failure of
a product or two may be of little
consequence to a consumer, it can
be of vital concern and interest to
the food processer. New products
are the life blood of company growth
and development. From 30 to 75
percent of the sales of most major
industrial concerns come from products less than 10 years of age. On
the one hand, new products are the
chief source of revenue and company growth, while on the other,
they are, or can be, the chief source
of financial loss.
Thus, in away, the financial vigor
of many companies throughout the
country, including Utah, is at the
mercy of the early product triers.
Because of this importance, the Sociology Department of Utah State
University has research underway to
gain an understanding of "early
trier" characteristics and the social
processes involved in acceptance of
new food products.
As part of this research program,
a recent survey was conducted in the
Ogden area. We found that the
characteristics of those homemakers
who tended to be high or early triers
of new food products were in general similar to high triers in other
parts of the country.
EDUCATION AND
VENTURESOMENESS
Education seems to be an important factor for the trying of new
DECEMBER
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products. When combined with certain other factors a high rate of predictability develops. Of special importance in the Utah study were
combinations of high interest'in convenience foods and venturesomeness
with foreign dishes. That is, women
with a better than average education
and the willingness to prepare food
dishes other than those typical of
their own culture, generally are high
triers of new products. Similarly,
women with better than average education and an interest in, and possible preference for convenience
foods, are also among the high triers
of new food products.

The other three variables did not
follow national trends when combined with working women. They
were not the "high" categories, but
rather were "middle" categories.
They were average education, average family income, and three to four
children under 18 years of age in
the house.

Age was also an important factor.
The high triers were usually between
45 and 50 years of age. This factor
when combined with high income or
high education isolated many of the
high innovators. It should be noted
that the Utah data differed slightly
from national data which usually includes ages from 30 to 50 years.

With a knowledge of these characteristics of a certain population, a
concern could pre-test its new products on the particular individuals
most likely to be "consumer leaders.' A favorable vote would mean
that the product could go on the
market and the opposite would
mean "try again." Thus this information could be valuable in helping
a firm to spot potential product
dropouts early and thus be able to
spend its efforts on profitable products rather than on costly failures.

Family income was similar to education in its effect. In general, a
high income means a greater probability of trying new foods. This
was especially true when high income was combined with a tendency
to prepare foreign dishes.
High participation in social activities by housewives also appeared to
have important relationship with
the purchasing of new products.
Housewives who take part in many
outside activities such as church,
clubs, volunteer groups, etc., tend
to be high innovators.

The reason for these "average"
people being high triers is probably
a result of the social contact these
women have while at work. This
contact is similar to that which the
housewife has who is a high participator in outside activities.

PROTECT

your

HOME

and

GARDEN

where 15 percent of all pesticides purchased are used to help preserve a
healthy, attractive, productive environ ment for work and play.

EMPLOYED WOMEN HIGH TRIERS
One variable which did not match
available national data was that of
the employed woman who works as
a craftsman, foreman, or service
worker. In national studies employed women usually are not high triers.
However, in the Utah study when
combined with anyone of five other
factors, employment was important.
Two of these factors were in general
consistent with the national data.
They were: a high positive attitude
toward cooking and a high interest
in and liking for convenience foods.

PROTECT your FARM with its quality
FOOD

and

FI8ER

products

from

the

ravages of in sects , weeds , d iseases and
other destructive pests . Guard aga inst
hazards resulting from improper use of
pesticides .
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Effects of girdling and
gibberellic acid treatments
on Thompson seedless grapes
J.

LaM A RAN 0 E R SON

and

DON

Thomp on seed Ie s grapes are the
main tay of Utah infant grape indu try. Utah' des ert grape acr age, con i ting largely of thi variety
occupies a few hundred acre in the
warm r areas of Wa hington county
in the southwestern corner of the
state. The quality of grape grown
there are comparable to any on the
commercial market today.
First introduced to the United
States in the mid-1870 s by Mr. William Thompson of Yuba City, California, this variety had its origin in
Asia Minor where it was known as
Saltinina. Today, it is the most
widely grown of the European grape
varietie. About 95 per cent of the
raisins produced in C lifornia are
made from Thompson See dIes
grapes. It is also a leading table
grape, and large quantites of white
dessert wine are made from thi variety. Its commercial production is
limited almost entirely to California
and Arizona as it requires a warm
dry growing season and i not overly
tolerant of cold winter temperatures.
GROWING BIGGER GRAPES

Thompson Seedless vines bear
large well-filled bunches of greenish
white to light golden grapes. They
are always seedless, are firm and
tender in texture and are very weet
when fully ripened. The pedicel
supporting the grapes are somewhat
weak, however, allowing the clusters
to shatter in transit unles the vines
have been previou ly girdled. When
grown for table fruit, to be commercially acceptable the berry size must
116

HUB E R

time; so to be most effective, the
girdling must be timed to coincide
with the rapid cell division of the
berry pericarp which occur between
the fifth and tenth day after full
bloom. Th increase in berry size of
the Thompson Seedless grape i
greatest if the girdling is done as
soon as possible after the normal
drop of impotent blossoms. In addition the bunches of grapes on girdled canes should be berry-thinned as
the canes normally are overloaded,
a tendency which produces poor
quality fruit.
GIBBERELLIN USEFUL
Figure 1. Dr. Anderson shows the difference
between bunches of treated (left hand) and
untreated (right hand) Thompson Seedless
grapes.

be increased by berry thinning combined with girdling or treatment
with gibberellic acid or a combination of girdling and gibberellic acid
sprays.
Girdling as done in commercial
vineyards is an old practice reported
as early as 1776. It consist of removing a narrow ring of bark, usually about 3/16 inch from the vine.
Girdling interrupts the normal movement of food mat rial so that carbohydrates tend to accumulate in
the vine above the wound. The
wounds tend to heal over in a short

•
J. LAMAR ANDERSON i. an Associate Professor of Horticulture in the Plant Science
Department.
DON HUBER i. the USU Extension Agent for
Washington County.

Within the last 10 year
the
growth regulator gibberellin has
been used to increase berry size of
Thompson Seedless grapes. Berries
so treated enlarge and become somewhat elongated. As with girdling,
the largest berries develop when the
gibberellin is applied at the shatter
stage of fruit development which coincides with the drop of impotent
blossoms.
The Utah State Experiment Station established an experimental
grape planting at Hurricane, Utah,
in 1963. Included in the planting
are thirty varieties of European-type
grapes for ,variety evaluation studies.
One third of the area is planted to
the Thompson Seedless variety for
quality improvement studies. All
varieties were obtained as virus-free
cuttings from the University of California at Davis and were rooted in
the greenhou e prior to planting in
the field. The last 3 years the
UTAH
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Thomp on Seedless vines were treated with GA-3 (gibberellic acid) the
results of which were compared with
the results from girdling as to berry
quality. Following are treatments
and information obtained from the
1967 experiments.
TREATMENT RESEARCH

Thompson Seedless vines were
pruned to six short canes for these
treatments. Each vine was then
cluster-thinned to twelve bunches
on June 13, the date of the bloom
stage when about 50 per cent of the
caps, or calyptras, had fallen. At
this time oue group of vines was
treated with a 20 parts per million
(ppm) spray of gibberellic acid. A
second group of vines received a 40
ppm gibberellic acid spray at the
shatter stage on June 23. Treatment
3 consisted of both a bloom spray
and a shatter spray. For treatment
4, the grapes were cane-girdled at
the shatter stage. Treatment 5 consisted of the bloom spray and girdling at the shatter stage. Plants receiving treatment 6 received the
shatter spray and were girdled on
June 23. Plants in treatment 7 received both the 20 ppm bloom spray,
the 40 ppm shatter spray and girdling at the shatter stage. An eighth
group of vines received no gibberellic acid nor girdling and served as
control for the experiments. On June
23 all clusters of all treatments were
berry thinned by removal of the
apical half of each cluster, and on
August 24 the clusters were harvested and weighed.

Table 1.

Effects of girdling and gibberellic acid (GA) treatment on berry
size of Thompson seedless grapes

Treatment

Girdled
June 23

20 ppm GA
June 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

40 ppm GA
Ave. berry
weight (grams)
June 23
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no

1.00
1.61
1.44
.97
1.93
2.06
2.79
.93

RESULTS

In general, vines that were girdled
or received the shatter spray produced larger-sized grapes. The vines
that had received the shatter spray
alone or in conjunction with girdling
had clusters that were very compact.
The berries in both cases were quite
large. The main effect of the blossom spray seemed to be a lengthening of the pedicel, producing a loose
cluster. The largest grapes were obtained from vines that were girdled
and received both the blossom and
the shatter sprays. These grapes
DECEMBER
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Figure 2. Girdling grapevine is one method of increalin9 grape lize. A Ipecial knife il u.ed
to remove a narrow rin9 of bark from the main Item of the vine.
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were nearly three times as large as
those of the untreated control.
Grapes treated with gibberellic acid,
especially at the shatter stage, tended
to be longer than the non-sprayed
grapes. The effects of gibberellic
acid on berry size and shape could
be seen shortly after treatment.
Treated grapes increased rapidly in
size during the early stages of development and maintained this ize difference throughout the remainder of

the growing season.
It has been clearly demonstrated
that the quality of the Thompson
Seedless grapes can be improved by
cane girdling, the application of gibberellic acid, or a combination of
both the gibberellic acid spray and
girdling. The studies on the improvement of Thompson SeedJess
grape market quality are continuing
at the Hurricane grape-variety plot.
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TIME CAPSULES
FIGHT INSECTS
Capsules containing disease-causing organisms lethal only to insect
pests may help farmers fight infestations in future alfalfa, corn and
cotton crops.
Agricultural Research Service entomologists found that a capsule
containing spores of bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis, controlled up to
90 percent of European com borers
in an experimental plot near Ankeny Iowa. These results equal
those obtained with DDT treatments
in plots used for comparison.
In laboratory tests, the most effective capsules began releasing their
living insecticide within 10 minutes
after wetting. In field tests, the entomologists di tributed the capsules
with a granular dispenser, scattering
them so that some landed in the
curls and some in the sheaths where
the leaves join the stalk. These areas
usually hold a small reservoir of
water which activates the granules.
Borers are fond of infesting this part
of the plant, so farmers could not
hit the bullseye any more efficiently
without spraying the entire plant.

SODIUM CARBONATE RESEALS STOCK PONDS
Stock ponds that have been treated with sodium carbonate to prevent
seepage can be kept leak proof with
periodic "booster shots" of the
chemical, USDA scientists have
found.
Three years ago, Lloyd E. Myers
and Robert J. Reginato, both of
USDA s Agricultural Research Service, disked sodium carbonate into
dry pond bottoms in Arizona. Sodium ions bonded to the clay particles in the soil and caused the soil
to swell, creating an almost impermeable seal.
In recent experiments, the reearchers broadcast handfuls of so118

dium carbonate into treated ponds
that were again beginning to show
signs of seepage. The treatment restored the same nearly impermeable
seal to the soil.
Once ponds receive an initial
tr.:!atment of sodium carbonate, they
can be maintained at a high degree
of impermeability with little effort
or expense to the farmer.
A simple formula for determining
how much sodium carbonate a given
pond needs has been developed. The
measurements need not be perfect,
but if too much sodium carbonate is
added the pH (an index designating
acidity and alkalinity) of the water

will be raised to the point where
cattle will refuse to drink it.
The montmorillonite clay of the
region is grainy and relatively porous because positive-charged calcium ions are attached to the clay
particles in the soil. But when a sodium salt - such as sodium carbonate - is mixed in the soil, the calcium ions become detached and are
replaced by sodium ions. The sodium ions cause the clay particles to
swell when wet, break apart, and fill
the pores in the soil. This sometimes
occurs in fields , causing "slick spots"
that hinder farm operations and
plant growth; however, it makes the
ideal pond bottom.
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CONSUMERSENnMENTAND
UTAH'S OUT OF STATE VISITOR
PER R Y

The fall of 1967 proved to be a
time of controversy and di cu ion
concerning programs of the Utah
Travel Council. Much of this di cus ion was about the Utah Traveler
Index. The Utah Traveler Index i
a measure of percentile change, from
a base period, in nonresident travel
to Utah. 1
During 1966 the Utah Traveler
Index reported an increa e in automobile travel of 14 percent over

1965. In the fir t 6 months of 1967
the Utah Traveler Index reported a
decrease of 15 percent under 1966.
A decr ase was al 0 recorded during the third quarter of 1967. Wh y?
R search conduct d by Utah Stat
Univer ity2 in 1966 indicate that
Utah tourists g n rally compl te
their vacation area planning by May
or June. Survey of traveler vi iting Utah indicate that n arly thre fourths of them have mad th ir
final deci ions by th e months. This
means that the planning period is
probably concentrated in the fir t
and second quarters of each year.
This a sumption i supported by the
analysis of reque t for information
by prospective Utah tourist as reported by Ross Jurney and A sociates Inc. s
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If we uperimpose the planning
period ov r the Index 0/ Consumer
Sentiment reported by the Survey
Research
enter
Univ r ity of
Michigan (figure I) orne intere ting ob ervation can b made. The
Index of Con umer Sentiment indicate exp ctation about con umer
spending on automobile
appliances, and lei ure-tim pur uit . All
of these are con ider d po tponable
expenditure.
Expenditure for 1 i ure-time puruit are po tponabl. However vacation time i traditionally available
and must b u d regardle s of conurn r exp ctation. The question
here i whether peopl tay cIo e to
home thus po tponing exp nditures,
or travel. In 1966 more p ople travled' in 1967 more people probably
tayed cIo er to home.
In th third quarter of 1965
th Index of Consumer Sentiment
r ached an all-time peak and the
fourth quarter wa nearly as high.

HUN T

With optimistic expectation for the
future the con umer probably b gan to plan early for his vacation.
Moving into the fir t and econd
quarter of 1966 the Index of Consumer Sentiment dropped, but it wa
till quite high and vacation ar a
plans wer probably being cry tallized. The third quarter of 1966
howed an additional drop but by
then consumer had planned their
vacation and were probably traveling. They did not view the next 6
months as favorably but their deciion had already been made. The
record high Indic
of Con umer
Sentiment recorded in 1965 could
po ibly have accounted for the high
Utah Traveler Index in 1966.

•
PERRY J. BROWN is an Outdoor Recreation
Research Allistant in the Department of
Forest Science.
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Outdoor Recreation in the Deportment of
Forelt Science.
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The lowest Index of Consumer
Sentiment figure recorded in recent
year was in the fourth quarter of
1966. Cont mplating a relative decrease in di cretionary income consumers plans probably centered on
inexpensive vacations. Moving into
1967 the Index of Consumer Sentiment began to ri e but not nearly to
the level of 1965 or the fir t half
of 1966. The rise continued through
the econd and third quart r of
1967, but was till a long way from
optimi tic 1965.
It appear that 1967 s decline in
travel could b attributable larg ly
to a decline in consumer entim nt
during the vacation planning tage
(fir t and econd quarter 1967 . A
preliminary analy i of 1967 data
collected by Utah State University
indicates a large number of Utah
visitors mad their final vacation
area decisions in July and Augu t
and if consumer sentiment had not
been on the rise travel in the e
months would likely have been lower
than it was.
Among the factor which have
affected the Index of Consumer Sentiment in recent months are anticipations of increa ing prices (which
affect expectations about per onal
expenditures) and the Vietnam situation (which affects ' expectations
about future business trends).

If nation-wide consumer entiment generally influences out-ofstate travel to Utah care mu t b
taken not to blame or extol local
conditions and programs as re ponible for major change in travel. It
is necessary to know Utah travel in
relation to travel in other area and
states before crediting local influences for these change .
At this point if previou a umptions are correct, the travel picture
look brighter for 1968. However
no ound prediction can be made
until Index of Consumer Sentiment
information i collected and analyzed for the fourth quarter of 1967
and the first quarter of 1968. Should
the Index continue to rise, it is likely
that the Utah touri t indu try can
look forward to increased out-ofstate travel in 1968.
120

Plant Scientist Retires
Few people actually live a clas ic
ucces tory but Profe or Delmar
(D I) C. Tingey did ju t that during
his di tingui hed career at Utah
State Univer ity.
In the early 1920
the wheat
indu try of northern Utah and outhern Idaho wa threatened with extinction becau e of bunt ( mut) infections. Professor Ting y tarted in
1925 to try to dev lop bunt-resi tant
wheat. Because the need wa
0
urgent (in 1929-30 almo t 75 percent of the area's wheat was infected) he had to work on two elem nts of the problem simultaneou ly. He started to define the variou
races of bunt that were involv d and
at the same time, tried cro sing
wheats that might provide resi tance.
Out of a cros made in 1926
came Relief wheat which wa released in 1931 in small lots. Although not the perfect answer Relief did permit the area s wheat industry to survive. Continuing reearch produced Cache (1935) and
Wa atch (1942) wheats. These two
varieties replaced Relief and by
1946, only 0.3 of 1 percent of the
area's wheat crop graded as buntinfected. In 1961 another variety
on which he had done most of th
development work, was relea ed under the name Delmar.
Even today, de pite changing
technology and new races of bunt
the e wheats are grown extensively
in Utah and Idaho.
A native Utahn, Profe or Tingey
joined the Agronomy staff at USAC
in 1924 upon completion of hi
M .Se. degree. By 1946 he had
earned the rank of full Professor.
Almost his entire career ha been
fulfilled in Utah.
In the 1950 s he left wheat breeding work and began to concentrate
on hi other research intere tweed
control. He actually had been doing
research on weeds since 1925 wh n
he wa a signed a $3.00 (three-dollar) budget and a plot of ground
behind the chemistry building.
During the next few years, chemicals such as the chlorates became

DELMAR C. TINGEY

important control agent. Then in
1945, 2 4-D and imilar ystemic
herbicide became available. By
combining a recognition of the potential worth of chemical with a
remarkable awareness of the value
of well-timed cultivation Profes or
Tingey produced orne impressive
results. He ultimately worked out
effectiv control principles for virtually all of the perennial weed that
are important in Utah.
Although his wheat breeding work
was his most spectacular research
respon e to a critical problem Professor Tingey s career produced
many other valuable results. His interest in the possibilitie of applying
statistical techniques to biological
research led him to inve t many
hour in finding and studying reference materials as soon as they began to appear. Once he had mastered
what information was available, he
initiated a course of applied tatistics at USAC.
Professor Tingey reached Emeritus status on July 1, 1962. Full retirement came on July 1, 1967. Although his pace has slackened a bit,
he is still actively trying to find a
solution to the dodder problem in
alfalfa.
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CONSUMER RESPONSE
TO USE OF TURKEY
Eating turkey for Thanksgiving
and Christmas dinners is traditional
in America. The turkey indu try has
recognized and capitalized on thi
trong con umer demand for turkey
at the e festive occa ions. In addition they have ponsored considerable adverti ing to encourage turkey
consumption for
ew Y ar dinner at Easter for a summ r barbecue, and at other times throughout
the year. An understanding of consumer attitudes and buying practices
are important to these industry programs.
To ascertain consumer thinking
about turkey a store-door urvey of
283 food shoppers in Logan Utah
was made the week after Thank giving in 1966. Details concerning
the purchase and u e of turkey for
Thank giving wer obtain d as well
as general information about turkey
use at other sea on of the year.
THANKSGIVING TURKEY

Of 283 familie in Logan 86 percent ate turkey for Thanksgiving.
Fifty-three percent prepared dinner
at home 45 percent ate with relatives or friends , and 2 percent ate at
cafes or restaurants. The average
size group at Thanksgiving dinner
was 12 persons nearly 3 times the
average family size of 4.3 persons.
About one-third of the dinner groups
ranged in size from 9 to 12 persons,
one-third included fewer than 9, and
one-third more than 12 persons.
Nine dinner groups each included
more than 30 persons.
Of the 283 shoppers interviewed
60 percent purchased a turkey prior

•
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to Thank giving and 3 percent received turkey as a gift. Eight percent purcha ed a grade C and 92
p rcent a grade A" bird. Hen and
Tom turkey were about equally
repre ented among the purcha es.
The larg t percentage (45 percent)

AND E R SON

of consumers purchased a bird in
the 12-15 pound range and about
one-fourth purchased one in the 2025 pound range (table 1). On the
average 16.3 pound of turkey was
available for each dinner group or
about 1.4 pounds per capita. Since

TURKEYS
FRozer4 tler4s
GRaDe 1l
10 - 20 Pout4Ds
rReSti Her4S
GRaDe 1l
15 - 20 -Pour4Ds
lb.

T .. BONe

lb.

41

C

ST~AK

RUMP ROAST

lb.

98 c

lb.

79c

lb.

98c

GERRY flAKE is a G raduate Student in the
Department of Agricultural Economics.
ROICE ANDERSO N is a Professor in the Department of Agricultural Economics.
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Figure 1. Although fresh turkeys are higher priced, consumers tend to prefer the unfrozen birds.
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more shoppers purchased tur~ey
than prepared the turkey dinner in
their homes some turkeys were purchased at Thanksgiving time for
later consumption.
FROZEN VS. " FRESH" TURKEYS

Since World War II most turkeys
in the United State have been processed and marketed in an ovenready form. To reduce poilage and
match turkey production with the
seasonal demand at holiday time,
the prevalent practice has been for
processing plants to quick-freeze

/

turkey and hold them in thi condition until old to the ultimate consumer. In spite of this practice there
seems to be a consumer preference
for fre h over frozen turkeys. Some
local processors and retailers have
capitalized on thi preference a a
mean of differentiating their product. This was true in Logan in 1966
where a major tore off red fr h
turkey for Thanksgiving at a price
generally 2 cents high r than froz n
turkey. About one-fourth of the
Logan con umers interviewed, purchased "fresh" and three-fourths
'frozen" turkey. In view of the

limited availability and the higher
price, this proportion of fresh '
ales is evidence of the preference
by som consumers for turkey in an
unfrozen state.
TURKEY PRICES

Of 152 hopper who reported
the price paid for their turkey, 10
P rc nt paid 35 cent, 34 percent
paid 37 cent, and 41 percent paid
39 cents per pound. Six percent paid
33 cents which were largely 'C
grade turkeys and 4 percent paid 41
cents which were 'fresh' rather than

~~
:7 '.~. ~)
~ x ~
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<

Figur. 2. Americanl traditionally eat turkey on Christmal and Thanksgiving but ten. to ,e.ilt its ul e on other holidays.
competitively, turkey il consumed readily throughout the year.
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However, if priced
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frozen birds. Hen turkeys throughout the market were purchased generally at 2 cents higher than Toms
of the same grade and fresh for 2
cents higher than frozen of the same
sex and grade.
WHERE TURKEYS WERE
PURCHASED

Because the purchase of a whole
turkey involves considerable expense
(average 16.3# @ 37.5¢ = $6.11)
consumers deviate somewhat from
their normal shopping patterns in its
purchase. Half of the shoppers obtained their turkey from their major
shopping store, 30 percent from another retail store, and 20 percent
from sources other than the retail
store. Other sources included processing plants, farmers gifts. etc.
Those shoppers obtaining their turkey from sources other than their
regular store were a ked to indicate
the reasons for the deviation. Of
those responding, about one-third
indicated the change in shopping
pattern was to get a fresh turkey
rather than frozen turkey, one-third
was to get a better buy and onefourth indicated their turkey purchase to be an impulse while shopping at another store. Receiving
turkeys as gifts accounted for about
8 percent of those used at Thanksgiving.
As a further evidence of the preference by some consumers for fresh
turkey, the retail store offering fresh
turkeys sold 126 turkeys per 100
shoppers who named this store as
their major store. The same ratio
for the other stores where consumers were interviewed ranged from
43 to 54 turkeys sold per 100 regular shoppers.
BRAND OF TURKEY

Nearly 85 percent of the shoppers
interviewed could recall the brand
name of the turkey obtained for
Th a n k sgiving. Prevalent brands
were Norbest, a producer cooperative brand, Opoco, a local processor
brand, and three retail brands, Manor House, Tablerite, and Albertsons.
Less than 5 percent of the sample
shoppers purchased Swifts, a N ational meat packer brand.
DECEMBfR
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The study was not designed to
measure consumer preference for
brand, although as previously indicated there was a preference for
fresh turkey which was the Opoco
brand. From one retail store selling
both Norbest and a store brand, consumers purchased about equal numbers of each. In another store selling Norbest and a store brand consumers chose the store brand in a
ratio of about 2 to 1. Availability
and display practice as well as consumer preference could have been
factors influencing brands purchased
at this store.
The number of brands featured
in a store or sale of store vs. processor brands did not eem to influence
turkey sales per 100 customers
among the stores where shoppers
were interviewed.
TURKEY USE
ON OTHER THAN HOUDAYS

Shoppers were specifically asked
about their turkey use in the past
year for the festive occasions of
Christmas, New Year's, and Easter.
Table 1.

Sixty percent reported the use of
turkey for Christmas which was almost identical to the number purchasing a turkey for Thanksgiving.
Assuming similar size of purchase
and family size, the per capita consumption of turkey would be similar
for the two holidays. Weekly sales
of turkey obtained from two major
retail chain organizations for the entire Salt Lake Region in 1966 verified that the Thanksgiving and
Christmas turkey sales volume
through retail stores were similar.
Turkey was the New Year's dinner meat for 13 percent of the families interviewed and the Easter dinner meat for 9 percent. Ham was
mentioned most frequently as the
meat used for these holidays.
There is little question about the
strong traditional use of turkey by
Logan consumers for Thanksgiving
and Christmas. Fifty-five percent of
all families interviewed had turkey
for both of these holidays and 92
percent had turkey for one or both.
Adding the New Year's and Easter
(Continued on page 129)

Size of turkey obtained for Thanksgiving by families in Logan,
Utah

Size of turkey, pounds
Range

Families purchasing
Average

Less than 12 ................................
12 - 15 ..........................................
16 - 19 ..........................................
20 - 23 ............................. _ ...........
24 or more ..................................
Total or average ..........................
Table 2.

9.6
13.5
17.3
21.3
25.7
16.3

Number

Percent

16
91
36
45
11
199

8
45
18
23
6
100

Turkey use by consumers for Thanksgiving, Christmas, New
Year's, and Easter, Logan, Utah, 1966

Number of holidays when turkey
was used
No turkey during year ............................................
No turkey for 4 holidays ..........................................
One holiday ..............................................................
Two holidays ............................................................
Three holidays ..........................................................
Four hoUdays ............................................................

Number of
families
16
6
88
136

32
5

Percent of
families
6
2
31
48
11

2

~---------------

Total ..................................................

283

100
123

BIOCLIMATOLOGY A PRACTICAL SCIENCE .. .

Nature's
Unsung
Middlemen
In the first article of this series we
defined bioclimatology and showed
its singular relevance to everyday
lite. The second installment explained that virtually all natural and
man-made events can be translated
into terms of energy. Energy was
cited as the only factor common to
such diverse phenomena as animal
movement, television , and fire. By
thinking in terms of energy, an individual can often find unity and logic
in an otherwise baffling sequence of
events.

PLANTS AND ENERGY
Despite their relative immobility,
plants routinely use, modify, and
store remarkable quantities of energy. They affect and are affected
by the w ather, animal populations,
and the quality of adjacent soil, air,
and water. Their unique ability to
photosynthesize their own food,
with the sun as a direct energy
sourcl;;., has made them indispensable
mediators between the sun and man.
All of agriculture, in fact, is based
upon a deliberate manipulation of
the energy balances that exist between a plant and its environment.
Without the productive efficiency of
plants, the food cycles of man and
other animals would quickly collapse.
124
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LOIS M. COX, GAYLEN L. ASHCROFT, and E. ARLO RICHARDSON
To sustain themselves and incidentally supply food to fellow earth
inhabitants plants require sunlight
water, air, and soil-held nutrients.
The actual food manufacturing process takes place in the leaves but
critical energy exchanges al 0 occur
underground between the roots and
the soil.
THE BASIC PHENOMENA
As succeeding increments of water are removed from a soil by a
plant's roots, the remaining water
becomes less available (its energy is
lessened). The plant must then exert more of its own energy to remove
a given amount of water, and the
water it does manage to remove will
come more reluctantly.
Only recently have scientists realized that plants do not respond
simply to the amount of water in the
soil. Instead they depend upon the
energy status of that water, a value
sometimes called the soil water potential. Equal amounts of water in
different types of soil might or might
not have equal energy potentials.
Above ground, the situation is
even more complex. On a clear,
bright, summer day, considerable
amounts of the sun's radiant energy
arrive at each leaf of an average
plant. A small fraction of this energy is used in photosynthesis, the
process by which the plant transforms carbon dioxide and water into
carbohydrates. Most of it, however,
is converted into heat energy, which
means that the leaf's temperature
rises.
Without the ability to engage in
transpiration, which is the evaporation of water from its cell , the leaf
would face possible cremation. But

the energy expended by the leaf during transpiration effectively divert
the potentially dangerou heat.
Transpiration, however require
a continual upply of water from the
oil. And when the water in the
soil has a low energy tatu , it cannot be hifted quickly enough from
the soil to the leave. Under uch
conditions the leave wilt to avoid
po isble heat damage. Wilted leave

droop from their normal horizontal
po ition and intercept less of the
un s energy, thus maintaining an
acceptable temperature.
Plants may abo wilt, however,
even though their roots are in soil
containing a supply of high energy
water. This usually happen only
with extremely high environmental
temperatures and bright sunlight.
Under such conditions, plants may

No

Yes
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Figure 1. In measuring the temperature of a leaf one cannot use a large mercury thermemeter.
In.tead, a relatively delicate and quickly re.pon.ive in.trumen. is uNdo Eledrical thennome.ers
such as thermistors or thermocouples are aHached to individual leave. and provide usable
readings within less than a Ncond.
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transpire so rapidly that they cannot
get sufficient water fast enough.
Wilting is again the self-preservation
mechanism despite adequately wet
soil.
An additional energy exchange
process may occur in leaves when a
breeze is blowing. If the air is hotter
than the leaves, the energy transferred from the air to the leaves triggers faster transpiration. If the
breeze is cooler than the leaf surface, however, the leaves will be
cooled and transpiration slowed.
THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH

At USU, studies of nature's middlemen often incorporate considerations of the basic energy relationships that ultimately produce the desired crop yield r~sults. A prime
example of such a dual approach is
in progress at Willard, Utah.
The Willard study is centered on
peach trees. The most relevant environmental factors are being measured and recorded on a systematic
basis to establish foundation data.
For example, the amount of energy
arriving from the sun at a leaf surface and the amount reflected or
radiated back to space by the leaf
are monitored. The water energy
potentials of leaves and soil are recorded, as are free air and leaf temperatures. Wind velocity and direction, air humidity, and numerous
other factors are checked regularly.
By imposing various irrigation
schedules on different groups of
trees, it has been found that when
transpiration is rapid, the water in
the soil must have a high energy
status if the leaves are to remain active enough to support satisfactory
plant growth. When atmospheric
conditions require only minimal
transpiration, the plants can maintain their leaves in a non-wilted,
productive condition, even when the
soil water energy is medium to medium-low.
The USU study is expected to
lead to more efficient irrigation
scheduling. Irrigation. times may
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come to be based on the energy
status of the leaf water, or alternatively on soil water energy and atmospheric conditions rather than on
soil water energy alone. Leaf water
energy, however, is difficult to determine directly. But its relation to the
relatively easy to measure difference
between air temperature and leaf
temperature may make it a practical
criterion for irrigation scheduling.
The Willard study has proved that a
leaf with high energy water does not
warm much above air temperature.
When the leaf water energy is low,
however, the leaf temperature may
be considerably above air temperature. The relation between leaf and
air temperatures thus is indicative
of leaf water energy.
PLANTS ON THEIR OWN

All land plants require energy, all
are subject to the loss of water
through transpiration, and all need
the indirect help of soil organisms
if they are to survive. Most also
must have assistance from birds, insects, or the wind at pollination time.
Every plant species, however, has a
unique set of tolerance levels for
such things as temperature, water
supply, day length, and light quality.
Left to their own devices, plants
cannot survive in an environment
that does not meet their particular
needs. Once growth has begun, a
plant must either be adapted to its
surroundings or it will perish. Poorly
adapted plants will be displaced by
species that can better cope with the
existing environmental energy relationships.
A hybrid oak that thrives in southern Utah but becomes increasingly
rare as one proceeds northward in
the state provides an excellent example of how a plant's occurrence
can be governed by climatic factors.
Despite characteristically indiscriminate seed sowing by squirrels, in
northern Utah this hybrid grows
only in a narrow band well above
the floor of the Salt Lake Valley.
This band corresponds in elevation
with the top of the temperature inversion in the Salt Lake Valley.
Above the band, lower temperatures

prevail year round, below it, winter
temperatures are more severe than
those in the narrow inversion belt.
Undoubtedly other environmental
relationships besides temperature vitally affect the oak, but temperature
seems to be crucial around the Salt
Lake Valley.
Temperature is certainly a deterrent to non-specialized life in a desert. The cloudless, dry atmosphere
of a desert transmits sizzling amounts
of the sun's energy.' The concomitant lack of precipitation means that
plants in a desert cannot dissipate
this overload of energy through
transpiration.
Among the plants that claim
niches in this harsh environment,
none are more secure than the cacti.
Their success in most cases is associated with their having evolved a
thick, cylindrical or spherical form,
which exposes a minimum of surface
relative to total volume. It also limits potential absorption of the sun's
energy and evaporation of water.
The waxy surface that characterizes
most cacti helps toward survival by
reflecting some of the sun's energy
and further reducing evaporation.
The small, spine-like leaves of cacti
necessarily transpire very little water
while stilI effectively cooling the
plant. The root systems of cacti tend
to be widespread and shallow, to
take maximum advantage of what
little rain does fall.
DESERT ANNUALS

The annuals of the desert are
quite different from the cacti. Their
leaves are not spines, nor are they
leathery, waxy, hairy, or otherwise
especially equipped to conserve water or dissipate the sun's energy.
Their flowers are large, gaudy, and
costly in terms of the amount of
water required to keep them fresh.
They have no food or water storage
organs and no deep tap roots.
They persist because of what
could be described as a "Devil-maycare attitude." They live casually
off the water supply of the moment,
and provide for the future generation only through the formation of a
UTAH
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new crop of seeds. But these seeds
literally -hold the answer to the annual's long term survival.
The seeds contain a water-soluble
growth inhibitor that will not permit
germination to begin until two conditions are satisfied. First, sufficient
moisture must have fallen to insure
that the plants will be able to complete a life cycle. This built-in safety
factor is operative because trivial
storms cannot dissolve enough of
the inhibitor to allow germination.
Second, both temperature and day
length must be right to allow the
particular species to flower and carry out its cycle.
Thus, the desert annuals are with
us because they grow rapidly and
can produce their specially equipped

seeds within a matter of a few days
at most. The moisture from a single
storm can (and usually must) be
enough to sustain the entire life cycle of these plants.
The same climatic factors that are
crucial for the plants, trigger and
control the destinies of the various
desert insects. Each desert insect
specie has evolved toward a specialization that is coordinated with
the life cycle of one or another annual. An energy balance that brings
a given annual to life, also quickens
the eggs of its pollinator.

MOUNTAIN ANNUALS
Annuals that grow in the mountains can have almost as difficult a

time as their counterparts in the
desert. By definition destined to die
at the end of a year (or less depending on the individual species) ,
mountaineering annuals exemplify
amazingly ingenious adaptations to
challenging environments.
Many spectacular annuals persist
in Utah's rocky, shallow mountain
soils despite the lack of a moisture
reservoir. On many of the slopes,
the snow melts late in the season
when the sun's energy is so intense
that the little moisture held in the
surface soil is dried out within a day
or two after the snow disappears.
Thus, an annual plant that did not
germinate until the snow had left,
could not grow roots deep enough
to assure a moisture supply and

FOREST

Lodgepole

fir
Aspen

FOREST
Mt .....any

Figure 2. The entire wortd can be divided into overtapping vegetative zones. For clarity, the illustration on the right shows only the major categories that can be ..en by traveling thousands of miles in Eastern North America. Comparable zones, however, can be s.. n by traveling only a
few thousand feet up a Utah mountainside. Whether considering the world, a continent, or a single mountain, the zonal boundaries are determined
by moisture, temperature, soil type, altitude, latitude, and exposure (north- or south-facing).
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would perish as a seedling . Plants
uch a tar weed and lupine , however, produce seed that germinate
under a much as 6 feet of snow.
Such seed germinate and produce
mall top but deep root while ther
is still pI nty of snow on the ground
and moi ture in the soil. The seedling thus ar well enough established by the time the snow melts to
be able to u e the sun energy to
complet th ir life cycle and produce seed.
THE HUMAN TOUCH

Th pr ceding few xample of
how plants on their own cope with
their urroundings indicate the bioclimatological balance that characterize natur when it is free of
man imposed values. Ev n when
nondomestic animal populations are
included
nature s environmental
balances generally evolve over time
with relatively few drastic upheavals.
But ever since man recognized hi
pot ntial for manipulating nature
drastic upheavals have been commonplace.

The chilling of the mild winter wa
ufficient, however to cause the
plant to bolt and produce a ed
tock the next pring. Thu, the
production of eed in the outhern
part of the state tied up the land for
only a littl Ie than one year. It
further eliminat d the labor involved
in digging toring and replanting
the beets.
UNDERSTANDING ENERGY
RELATIONS

By learning to under tand the energy r lation that ar critical for
plants an individual can often find
way to induce the desired plant
growth. For example a few year
ago, a number of Utah fruit grower
noticed that when a late pring
freeze took most of their crop, the
one or two row of tree next to a
road often escaped and bore a fair
fruit crop. Logic eemed to indicate
that the temp rature near the edges
should be lower than that in the center of the orchard. Only by analyz-

ing the energy relationships were
th growers able to solve the riddle.
During the daytime the sun's radiant energy wa warming the tree
limbs and buds, as well as the soil
and low vegetation beneath the trees.
As the sun's energy was converted
to beat, however, most of it was lost
back to the atmosphere by radiation.
Shortly after the sun set, therefore,
little of its daytime energy shipment
remained in the orchard.
By contrast, the asphalt road
along the edge of the orchard absorbed most of whatever radiant energy reached it during the day. This
ab orbed energy was converted to
heat and some was quickly returned
to the atmosphere. Most of it, however, was conducted through the
road material and stored either in
the asphalt or the base material
below.
Not until night, did the road begin losing (by radiation) its store

With plants however, man even
today often has to adapt his ambitions to the plant s inherent energy
tolerances and requirements. A
prime example of such adaptation is
found in the way profi able production of sugar beet seed in Utah was
achieved.
Many years ago, considerable
amounts of sugar beet seed were
grown in northern Utah. But the
beets' growth habits dictated that
they be planted in the spring only
to be dug in the fall and placed in
sheds to protect them from the low
winter temperatures. Not until after
replanting the next spring, did they
produce the desired seed.
Eventually though, someone realized that Utah's Dixie offered a
much more congenial set of energy
relations for seed production. Sugar
beets could be planted there in the
fall after another crop had been harvested, and, despite a rather small
size when winter set in they could
over-winter in the field since temperatures were relatively moderate.
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Figure 3. AI the winter Inow pack begin. to melt under the goading ray. of the spring sun,
m::any annual and perennial plants come to life under many feet of snow. A few such perenniall
al the dog tooth violet (or yellow avalanche lily), .0 common on Utah mountain "opes, will even
penetrate up through .everal inchel of snow. On occasion, the .. colorful flowers come into
bloom over Inow-covered soil.
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of energy. The part of this energy
that reached the buds on the adjacent trees was enough to prevent
th ir freezing. Crisscrossing asphalt
road through orchard was obviou ly impractical, but the value of
radiant energy had been impressively demon trated. The re ult was an
eventual development of orchard
heaters de igned to release a high
p rcentage of their fuel s energy a
radiation (radiant energy) rather
than directly as hot gase (convective heat energy). Orchardi t who
have capitalized on this insight have
been rewarded by minimized frost or
freeze damage in the spring.
RECOGNIZING RELATIONSHIPS

Recognition of the energy relationships that characterize natural
phenomena can mean the difference
between profit and loss in many eoterprises. Three cientists working
in Arizona recently combined scientific know-how about fertilizers
and similar growth enhancer , with
an analysis of a specific grass s energy requirements. As a result the
productivity of certain semiarid
rangeland has been greatly enhanced
and can be predicted each year with
reasonable accuracy.
The grass is an import from Rhodesia called Lehmann Love Grass.
The African grass grew better than
any of the others being tested, but
the range cattle rated it as relatively
unpalatable. Tests with various fertilizers showed the scientists that
nitrogen markedly increased both
the palatability and rate of growth.
But fertilizing rangeland is an expensive proposition at best, and desert range often does not get enough
precipitation for nitrogen fertilizers
to be either effective or practical.
The next step came while working
with more test plots. The scientists
discovered that success or failure
depended upon the amount of rain
recorded during the summer months.
If 3 inches of precipitation were
accumulated prior to August 1, the
addition of nitrogen could produce
spectacular results. With less than
3 inches lack of moisture was severely restrictive and nitrogen was
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rated a poor investment. By thus
learning and adjusting to a grass's
energy balance requirements, cattle
weights are being increased nearly
1200 % in good years and rancher
can recognize bad years in time to
minimize possible los es.
THE FUTURE - I OR WE?

Life i replete with similar example all dramatizing the same point.
A ~ an integral part of the biosphere
man greate t achievement come
when he deigns to work with nature,
rather than overwhelming her with
brute force. Adherents of bioclimatology inevitably abandon man'
outdated blind faith in technology.
In its tead they tend to adopt a
more realistic (and promising) belief in cautiou Iy applied know-how
tempered by a ense of interdependence.
The next installment in this serie
will concentrate on the contributions
animals make to the well being of
our biospher. We can then begin
to analyze man respon ibilitie a
the increa ingly powerful custodian
and manipulator of the natural
world.

THE LANGUAGE OF IIOCLIMATOLOGY

liosphe,.: In the broadest sense the bIosphere include. all realms within which
biological form. exist. As used in these
articles, the biosphere i. con.idered to
be the life zone ranging from a few
feet below to several hundred feet
above the .oil surface.
'nvenion Layer: In certain regions of the
atmosphere a layer of warm air i.
sometime. found sandwiched between
two layers of cooler air. Since the
temperature of free air normally decreases with height, the occurrence of
this warm layer or bond is an invene
of the customary temperature condition
of the Cltmo'phere and thus the name
temperature invenion or, commonly,
invenion.
Water Pot.ntial: The internal enefgy aa.ociated with water can be defined
only in term. of .pecific eondition •.
Thu., soil water potential is the term
u.ed to de.ignate the amount of energy
that mu.t be exerted or the work that
must be performed by a prant in removing water from soil. The soil-water
potential in any given co.. will vary
with soil type, amount of water pre.ent,
salt concentration, soil temperature, and
other soil conditionl.
In a similar way, plant water potential is the term used to designate the
amount of energy that must be exerted
to remove liquid water from plants.
The plant water potential in any given
case varies with the water content of
the plant as well as fadors such as the
amounts of sugar and other materials
in the plant cell •.

CONSUMER RESPONSE TO TURKEY
holidays did not increase the proportion of famiJie using turkey
(table 2).
NON-HOLIDAY TURKEY USE

At times other than Thanksgiving
and Christmas, only about 40 perTable 3.

cent of the families prepared turkey
in the home, table 3. Sixteen and
14 percent of the families prepared
turkey in the home once and twice
respectively . Eating turkey at
"other times was greater among
(Continued on page 132)

Use of turkey at times other than Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays, 283 consumers, Logan, Utah, 1966

Number of times prepared

Number of
families

Percent preparing
turkey

o

166

59

1
2

48

16

40

3
4

13

14
5
3

5 or more
Total ... _-._-..... _--. . . _.... -. _ ...... ---.... -.. .......... . _- --_ .... .... _-_... . ... _----------

8
8
283

3

100
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A NEW SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
A.

R.

SOU T H A R D and

A new system of soil classification
commonly referred to as the 7th
Approximation is now in general use
at Utah State University and by most
universities and government agencies concerned with soil classification. The 7th Approximation has
replaced the older system that has
been in general use in the United
States since its publication in the
1938 Yearbook of Agriculture, Soils
and Men. Because of many weaknesses in the old system it was decided that it would be better to construct an entirely different system
with new names rather than change
the old one.

NEW SYSTEM
The new system has several levels
of generalization. The highest category is the Order. Placement at thi
level is based on gross morphological features such as kind of surface
soil or the presence or increase of
clay in the subsoil. The Suborder
is the next level of generalization.
It permits more statements to be
made about a given soil because, in
addition to morphological characteristics, other soil properties such as
drainage are used to classify the
soils. The Great Group, or next
lower category, permits still more
specific statements about a given
soil because it notes the arrangement of the soil horizons (layers).
Great Groups are subdivisions of
the Suborders. Each Great Group
is defined largely on the basis of the
presence or absence of diagnostic
horizons and the arrangement of
these horizons. In other words, soils
within a specific Great Group have
similar morphologies.

•

By examination of the Great
Group names in Table 1, the Sub·
orders and Orders are readily apparent and if the meaning of the
formative elements is understood,
certain properties are obvious. If we
inspect the word Xer / ochr / ept,
starting with the last formative element ept indicates an Inceptisol
which is a young soil with weakly
expressed horizons. The next formative element ochr indicates a lightcolored surface soil. The first formative element xer shows that the soil
occurs in an area with an annual dry
season. In the old system this may

Table 1.

Orders
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Formative
Suborders Great Groups element

Aquent
Cryaquent
Inceptisol
Ochrept

Xerochrept
Aridisol
Argid

Natrargid
Mollisol
Ustoll
Calciustoll
Alfisol
Xeralf
Haploxeralf

t

have been a Brown Forest soil. The
lack of connotation in the names in
the old system, Table 2 is evident.
The new system does not materially change the lowest category of
soil classification - the soil Series.
For example, the Trenton soil series
is classified as a N atrustoll, whereas
in the older system it was a Solodized Solonetz, but the series has
retained the same name as in the
old classification. The soil Series
and Family categories will be treated
in another paper.

Selected Orders, Suborders, and Great Groups with formative
elements, their derivation and meaning t

Entisol

A. R. SOUTHARD is an Associate Profusor in
the Department of Soils and Meteorology.
LEMOYNE WILSON is Emeritus Associate Professor in the Department of Soils and Meteorology.
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Derivation of
formative element

Connotation of
formative element

ent.

Nonsense syllable

Recent

aqu

l. aqua, water

Characteristics associated with wetness

cry

Gr. kryos, coldness

Cold

ept

l. inceptum
beginning

Inception

ochr

Gr. ochros, pale

Presence of light
colored surface,
ochric epipedon

xer

Gr. xerol, dry

Annual dry season

id

l . aridul, dry

Arid

arg

l. argillla, white clay

Presence of an
argillic horizon (a
clay accumulation)

natr

Modified from
natrium sodium

Presence of a natric
horizon

011

l. mollil; soft

Mollify

ust

l. ultus, burnt

Of dry climate usually hot in summer

calc

Modified from
calcium

A calcic horizon (cal.
cium accumulation)

alf

Nonsense

Pedalfer

xer

Gr. xerOI, dry

Annual dry season

hapl

Gr. haploul, simple

Minimum horizon
development

Adapted from 7th Approximation USDA, Soli Conlervatlon Service, 1960.
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SOIL ORDERS AND
DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS

The highest category in the new
system is the Soil Order. There are
presently 10 divi ions at this level
(table 1). The placement of soils
at this level is based on the presence
or absence of specific diagnostic
horizons. Diagnostic surface horizons are called epipedons. The most
common kinds of epipedons in Utah
are (I) Mollic (2) Umbric and (3)
Ochric.
Mollic i derived from the Latin
word mollis which means soft. Soils
which have mollic epipedons are, in
general, easily tilled.
Mollic epipedons are dark colored generally more than 7 inche
thick more than 50 percent base
saturated, and have more than 1
percent organic matter. Most of the
soils in the northern part of Utah in
valleys bordering the west front of
the Wasatch Mountains have the e
kinds of surfaces.
Umbric is derived from the Latin
word umbra which means shade,
Table 2.

and is u ed here to mean dark. Umbric epipedons have all the prop rties of the mollic epipedons except
the umbrics have less than 50 percent base saturation. Soils with umbric epipedon occur in Utah only in
high mountain area with high rainfall and when soil material have
medium to low base status.
Ochric is taken from the Greek
word ochros which means pale.
Ochric epipedons are too light in
color and may be too low in organic
matter to be mollic. Soils with these
kinds of surfaces occur exten ively
in desert and emi-desert areas of
the state. Many of the e surface
oils form hard crust and are difficult to work.
In addition to the diagnostic surface horizons, there are also a number of diagnostic ubsurface horizons. Argi11ic, natric and cambric
are the more common ones in Utah
oils.
Argillic horizon are zones of significant clay accumulation. They are

Soil orders in new system and approximate equivalent in Great
Soil Groups of 1938 Yearbook of Agriculture as modified in
1949t

Present Order

Approximate equivalents

1.

Entisols

Azonal soils, and some low Humic Gley soils.

2.
3.

Vertisols
Inceptisols

4.

Aridisols

5.

Mollisois

6.

Spodosol

Grumusols.
Ando, Sol Brun Acide, some Brown Forest, low-Humic
Gley, and Humic Gley soils.
Desert, Reddish Desert, Sierozem, Solonchak, some
Brown and Reddish Brown soils, and associated
Solonetz.
Chestnut, Chernozem, Brunizem (Prairie), Rendzinas,
some Brown, Brown Forest, and associated Solonetz and
Humic Gley soils.
Podzols, Brown Podzolic soils, and Ground-Water Pod-

7.

Alfisols

8.

Ultisols

ZOI5.

9.
10.

Oxisols
Histosols

t Adapted

Gray-Brown Podzolic, Gray Wooded soils, noncalcic
Brown soils, Degraded Chernozem, and associated Planosols and some Half-Bog soils.
Red-Yellow Podzolic soils, Reddish-Brown loteritic soils
of the U.S., and associated Planosols and Half-Bog soils.
laterite soils, latosols.
Bog soils.

from 7th Approximation USDA, Soil Conservation Service, 1960.
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commonly found in the subsoil on
higher terraces built by Lake Bonneville. Natric horizons are special
kind of argillic horizons that have
in addition to the clay accumulation
exchangeable sodium in excess of
15 percent. Natric horizons are
common in soils occurring on low
terraces near the bottoms of vaUey
formerly occupied by Lake Bonneville.
Cambic horizons are those that
are little altered by processes of soil
formation. If there is sufficient silt
and clay, soil structure may have developed. Carbonates, if initially
present, may have been leached.
Soils with Ochric epipedons and
cambic horizons are common on alluvial fans and terraces in the desert
valleys of western Utah.

SUBORDERS AND GREAT ORDERS

Suborders are subdivisions of the
soil Orders. The properties used to
segregate soils at the Suborder level
are those which seem to produce
classes with the greatest homogeneity with respect to soil genesis. Wetne s dryness, and sandiness are
some of the properties used to place
soils at this level of generalization.
Some common Suborders in Utah
are Ustolls, Xerolls, Borolls, Orthids Argids, and Boralfs (table 1).
To place a soil in the new system
it is necessary to have available definite quantitative information about
the soil in question. This is a big
improvement over the old system
which required no quantitative data.
In other words, the new system requires a better knowledge of soils.
This information permits better interpretations for the wide variety of
agricultural and nonagricultural uses
that are presently made of soil maps.
From the foregoing discussion it
is clear that the new system has
many advantages over the previous
systems and with time, as the characteristics of more soils are catalogued soil classification will lose
some of its apparent mysticism.
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turkey prices competitive with other
meats are necessary if substantial
quantities are to be sold.

(Continued from page 129)
families which also used turkey most
frequently at holiday times.
When turkey use at holiday and
other times was combined, 94 percent of all families used turkey at
least once during the year (table 4) .
Nearly one-fourth of the families
used turkey only once, almost onethird twice, one-sixth three times,
and about one-fifth used it four
times or more.

turkey, the following conclusions
eem ju tified:

turkey
I. Price doe not seem to deter
gr ater u e of turkey. Unit size of
Table 4.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on consumer use and attitudes of Logan consumers regarding
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for

holidays

than

Thanksgiving and Christmas appear
questionable.

Number of
families

o
1
2
3
4
5

16
66
90
48
26
19

Total

Percent using
turkey

6

23
32
17
9
7

9

3
3

283

100

9

6
More than 6 ................................... ........ .

Table S.

other

Use of turkey at all times during the year, 283 consumers,
Logan, Utah, 1966

Number of times turkey was used

WHY NOT OFTENER?
Consumers who used turkey infrequently were asked why they
didn't use it more often. The most
important reason centered around
the unit size of the turkey relative to
family size (table 5). About onefourth of consumers considered turkey to be traditional for Thanksgiving and festive occasions only, and
18 percent were concerned about
difficultie of preparation. Only 4
percent mentioned cost of turkey as
a deterrent to increased use, whil
nearly one-fourth gave reasons related to preference for other meat
or dislike for turkey if used too
often.

4. Attempts to pyramid use of

Consumer reasons for infrequent preparation of turkey, Logan,
Utah, 1966
Families responding
Percent
Number

Reason for infrequent use
Too much meat all at once for the size of the family ....
Traditional only for Thanksgiving
and / or other holidays .............. ....................... ... ..
Too much bother to prepare ............................ .. ......... .
Just don't like turkey that often .......................... ... ... .. ..
Prefer other meat ......................................................... .
Too expensive .......................................................... .... ..
Total

63

29

57
40

26

33

15

17
10

4

220

100
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